
PLANTA Queen Welcomes A Plant-Based Burger
Concept To Its Menu

PLANTA, renowned for its innovative plant-based cuisine, is excited to announce the
addition of the Planta Burger to its menu lineup. Originating as a singular offering at
PLANTA Yorkville in Toronto, the Planta Burger has swiftly garnered popularity,
prompting its expansion across Florida and New York City with four ghost kitchens
preparing the high concept burger.

Exclusively available for pickup and delivery, the Planta Burger concept offers a
variety of plant-based burgers, sides, treats and shakes.

Signature creations include the Classic Burger, made from 100% plant-based whole
ingredients, a house patty, cheddar, mushroom bacon, lettuce, tomato, onion,
pickles, secret sauce, and the Kentucky Burger, featuring chick'n fried mushrooms,
buffalo sauce, lettuce, pickles, ranch and pickled peppers.



"We're thrilled to welcome the PLANTA Burger concept to our CocoWalk location,”
said Patrick Lingle, General Manager, PLANTA Queen. "After witnessing the
popularity of the plant-based burger offerings in other locations, we knew it was
time to bring this concept to the Grove. We aim to provide tasty and easy-to-find
options that inspire people to explore the advantages of plant-based dining."

At the heart of PLANTA Queen’s mission lies a dedication to promoting sustainable
eating habits and fostering a deeper connection with the food we consume. By
offering tasteful, plant-based alternatives, PLANTA Queen seeks to inspire individuals
to make mindful choices that benefit both their health and the planet.

To celebrate the launch, PLANTA Queen is offering special combo deals, including
Burger & Fries for $15 and Burger & Fries & Shake for $22.

For more information about PLANTA Burger and to place an order, visit
https://www.plantarestaurants.com/ and on social media @PLANTA.

ABOUT PLANTA
PLANTA is a premier hospitality collective of 100% plant-based restaurants that
reimagine, reinvent, and revitalize the plant-based dining experience, providing
flavorful proof that the power of plants can change the world. For more information,
please visit https://www.plantarestaurants.com/
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ABOUT COCOWALK
The newly reimagined CocoWalk has reopened and is elevating Coconut Grove as
Miami’s top destination for those seeking unique retail, dining, and entertainment
experiences. CocoWalk’s ownership spearheaded the exciting redevelopment: The
majority partner Federal Realty Investment Trust (NYSE: FRT), Comras Company, and
Grass River Property, who together acquired the property in 2015 and invested in its
extensive renovation. Today, CocoWalk features 150,000 square feet of prime retail
space, including local, national, and international restaurants and retailers, including
The Key Club, PLANTA Queen, Sushi Garage, Mister o1 Extraordinary Pizza, Botánico
Gin & Cookhouse, Salt & Straw, Sweetgreen, Narbona Restaurant & Farm Market, Eva
& the Oyster Bar, El Bagel, Bluemercury, Edward Beiner, Edite Mode, FP Movement,
Glosslab, Skinlab Miami, Gas Bijoux, Europann-USA, Coco Cigars, The Spot
Barbershop, and The School of Rock. The movie theater, Cinepolis Luxury Cinemas,
has also reopened at the property. As part of the renovation, the ownership group
also developed One CocoWalk, a five-story, 85,745-square-foot office building now
open on the property’s east side with a rooftop available for private events. Through
this major redevelopment, CocoWalk has reclaimed its role as the Grove’s
geographical and commercial centerpiece. For more details, please email
Blawrence@grassrivergmt.com.
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